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PREFACE 

Though this issue appears later than planned, it comes at a time when 
the voices in it can remind us of plain speech, open searching, 
generous embrace. Now that we're surrounded by the "news" of the 
Gulf War, we need to remember that not all language is designed to 
disguise reality or valorize brutal force. The language of the artists 
in this issue is not the language of propaganda or the language of 
euphemism. The writers here have no interest in making events and 
experiences opaque. Their interest is in a fully human speech which 
can deliver the news that stays news, as opposed to the toxic ephemera 
the cable networks now disperse to cloud perception. 

William Carlos Williams rightly said that To write badly is an offence 
against the government, for the government can never be more than the 
government of the words. If the fact of this war offends many, the 
language of this war should offend all. No beneficial "new world order" 
is likely to result from governments that use unnecessary force and 
reduce language to a techno-speak in which real people vanish as 
"collateral damage." 

Against such brutalizations of people and perception we have the wit 
a1id delicacy of bpNichol's concrete poems. We have the moral force 
of Robin Blaser's articulate anger. We have George Stanley's tribute 
to resonant sources in "San Francisco's Gone." We have the explorations 
of individual trajectories in the work of Merrily Weisbord and Ven 
Begamudre. We have Myrna Kostash's evocation of Jan Palach's tragic 
heroism. We have the surreal and disturbing fables of Bill Gaston. 
We have Stan Persky's delicious tale of irony and desire. We have the 
beauty of swift perception itself in the poems of Vicki Walker and 
Toni Sammons. Each of these writers honours language and human 
experience, takes us to, as Blaser puts it, 

the intersection between life and thought 

Pierre Cou pey 
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Bill Gaston / FIVE PIECES 

PHYSICS 

It seems possible that people engage dumb as billiard balls or apples 
clicking off each other, bouncing, missing, falling, as the case may 
be. There appear to be laws about this, to look at. I'll start. 

A law called magnetism. It needs two surfaces that attract each other. 
In the cases most important to people, this surface is skin. Eyes put 
the final lock on things. It feels like a simple law. Much harder to 
understand is the law of one magnet letting go. To the magnet that 
keeps pulling, it's virtually impossible to understand the one that lets 
go, for it looks like lawlessness. It feels like a goddamn crime. 

A law called momentum. lt was years ago, maybe twenty, that you 
left me. My life smashed face-first against an irresistible object. Yet 
my love kept going, right through the wall, following you blindly. It's 
an odd split. A part of me, I don't know the proportion, loved you 
after for a long time. Somewhere in my body, I still do. Everybody 
knows this momentum. 

There are other laws. Gravity almost saw me a suicide. Inertia had 
me wasting a life in front of the TV or in dreams - though I could 
hardly recall your face anymore. And there was the peculiar velocity -
it had a lean to it - of my search for you, or someone like you, 
in bars. Friction made me dance like a maniac. It made me look at 
my watch to see how much time I had left. 

But momentum is more interesting than velocity. Velocity, and the 
hairy damn friction that law says must come with it, needs a body 
and feels blind, like fever. Momentum doesn't need a body. Momentum 
is a comfy spirit that cruises along and doesn't like change. Momentum 
doesn't even acknowledge change. I think the spirit of momentum 
would be afraid of you now. 

I remember when l first learned to skate. I mastered gravity and 
velocity enough to stop pushing and just gl ide. I stood there up on 
my skates, gliding fast, the wind roaring in my ears, hair whipping 
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my neck. I had no destination. I could not stop in any case. And when 
I reached the end of the rink and smacked loud and final into the 
boards, something just kept going, fast, beyond a body, something that 
feels like harmony, a law that flies in all directions if we let it go. 
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A UNIVERSE NAMED RICK 

He was one of those guys whose neck was thick as his head. This 
was the first impression. If you looked again you saw he simply had 
a small head. 

A very small head. He knew this. He carried on as if this was all he 
knew. You saw in his eyes he wanted women. He couldn't have one. 
At the bus stop he wouldn't look at them so carefully it was worse 
than looking. He wore green, for once a colour analyst told him green 
was the colour he should wear. Their meeting had been brief. 

His name was Dana. The name of his universe was Rick. Dana's nose 
was also of normal size, that is, too big for the head. Both eyes had 
been born straddling the nose, too close against it. If he looked to 
the right, his left eye could see only his nose. Same if he tried the 
other eye. Anyone, if they looked at all, could see his sadness, which 
seemed quite appropriate, and not worthy of comment, unlike the size 
of his head . 

Dana held onto a fairly good job, for his life did depend on it. Not 
even the company knew they kept him in the stockroom because of 
his small head. But who would buy a leather coat from such? Who 
would trust a head like that sounding the words, "It suits you"? 

Dana was unaware which silent bend the universe once took to dictate 
the natural hierarchy of appearance. Yet he sensed this law, for its 
evidence was undeniable. He watched a lot of TV, though for his 
confidence' sake he shouldn't have. He thought TV wrestling ridiculous, 
but he left it on for the bodies. 
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Back when Dana sought manhood on the prairies he shot gophers 
after school. Each casual hunt took the tone of him biding time until 
his head caught up. Sighting along the barrel al a dusty pelt, he always 
said, "Rick," then pulled the trigger. He didn't know why, and didn't 
think about it. Perhaps Rick was the name of an early bully. 

Once a prostitute turned him down. He looked the type who might 
do something. He took from this a sense of humour - limp, 
unformed, not manifest on his face, but humour nonetheless. If he 
had had a friend to confide in, they both could have laughed about 
the hooker. His friend would've been younger than him and not as 
bright, but handsome. Dana saw his friend wearing mostly red. Dana 
would've added to the joke, admitting he had offered the prostitute 
double. 

One year he'd thought good-looking thoughts. He'd dressed well, the 
start of his green wardrobe. But soon he sensed that with good clothes 
he was only heightening the fatal contrast. He gave in again, to 
appropriateness. 

He had been raised amongst barnyard animals, he had known the 
tonelessness of runts. More than once he watched his father smash 
the feeblest kitten with a hammer, when there weren't enough teats 
to go round in the barn-defined universe of cats. 
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THE SUNDAY LISE SAW JESUS 

Lise had just got back from Sunday school and was sitting in her 
holiday whites troubling over some Campbell's vegetable soup and a 
tuna sandwich. If her mother saw her eating red soup in a white dress 
she'd crucify her. But her parents were next door and Lise's troubles 
were bigger. Though she was only eight she knew that what they'd 
spent an hour talking about wasn't Jesus, though they'd used the name 
over and over. It all sounded too easy or something, like rules to a 
game. When you were good he was like a giant friendly lady, and 
when you were bad or rad he was mad , worse than dad. Her little 
rhyme had failed to amuse the teacher. 

At that point Lise began to feel bad for believing differently. That 
is, for unbelieving. But that man in the pictures. The way they said 
you could talk to him. Well, you couldn't talk to him . In the pictures 
the colours were bright like comics. All the roads and lands were dirt, 
but no one was dirty. Lise had asked if they even had toilets back then. 
The teacher thought a moment, then ignored her, and th is made Lise 
suspect that the mystery of Jesus did have something to do with toilets, 
or the lack of them. In any case, the mystery had to be about 
something not in the book. 

The last thing the teacher had said was, "Jesus is still alive." This 
made Lise sit up straight and think. 

She was still thinking as she ate her sandwich. And as she chewed, 
back straight, eyes unfocussed, her unbelief grew. Jesus had to be 
something not in a book, something she'd never seen, and which no 
one had ever told her about. Jesus had to be something brand new. 

Lise told herself - first as a game, then it became erious - that 
if she could forget everything she could see right now, plus everything 
she'd ever seen, plus everything she'd ever heard about, then whatever 
was left might be Jesus. She tried this, and it only took a second. 

It scared her. It was like an invisible hinge the whole length of her 
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body opening, wings within her. She shook her head in an attempt 
now not to know, but the shock of knowing only grew. She sucked in 
a breath and dropped her sandwich into her soup. Her spoon landed 
on the table and soup spattered her white dress. Lise looked down, 
the red spots were a complication that could wait. Breathing hard, 
her eyes darted there, then there. She bounced in her chair, expectant. 
Under the table, Butch whined and thumped his tail. 

Lise checked the corners where the walls met the ceiling, where 
spider nests appeared any day out of nowhere, but she saw nothing 
new. She studied the sunbeam that made a window shape in front 
of her on the table, but that wasn't it either. Something in the slowly 
floating dust puzzled her, but then she decided, no. It didn 't speak. 

Jesus would speak. 
Then a good idea came. You can feel him inside, someone had said. 

So Lise felt where her collar pinched. She felt the circulation in her 
legs cut off from the chair edge. But, no. Listening harder she detected 
her heart, which she sensed might give a clue. Its beat was warm and 
teasing because it never changed, yet was always new. But that wasn't 
it either. If Jesus was who they said he was, Jesus would be watching, 
and Jesus would know. Not the other way around. 

Lise's eyes went to her soup bowl. Something had happened in it. 
The quarter-sandwich was there, bigger than before. All the red broth 
had silently entered the bread. Was this something? A lot of church 
was about bread, especially bread that got bigger on its own. 

But she'd missed it. If that was Jesus, she'd missed it. The bread 
now just looked soggy and stupid. A potato square sat beside it, and 
on the other side was a broken alphabet 'G'. The tuna, the fish part 
of the story, hadn 't gotten bigger at all. 

So maybe she'd missed it, while it was happening. The important 
thing was not what had happened, but that something had happened. 
Jesus was too quick for her. Maybe it was always this way. 

Feeling hot, Lise looked quickly under the table, catching Butch by 
surprise. The dog's head jerked up, eyes blinked awake, and a burp 
escaped his mouth, rippling his lip. Lise smelled it. 

What she smelled in it surprised her. 

Lise didn 't have the words to explain why to her parents when they 
came home to find her under the table, her dress soiled, hugging a 
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dog she'd never much liked, and whispering to it, 'Jesus'. She tried to 
but saw they didn't believe her that dog burps are new and old at 
the same time ; the only word she could think of to use was 'history'. 
Nor did they believe that sunbeams on the table are Jesus, but only 
when a cloud moved across and made them start again. And it was 
too hard to tell them - when she jumped up and cut her elbow on 
the table and hugged herself and the little blood and said 'Jesus' -
it was about not missing it, not missing the blood when it first came 
out and talked to you. It was about not missing anything again. 

And when Lise told them - she couldn't stop, she had to tell -
that she could hear them in their bedroom when they cuddled and 
bounced together, but that up till now she'd never known she was 
listening to Jesus, they told her they were taking her out of Sunday 
school. And Lise said that was fine. The only time Jesus would be 
there, she said, holding her arm and looking at it like a lover, was 
if it ever got hit by a rocket. 
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SNOW WHITE, AFTER 

You woke to those rough lips pulling back, the waft of stewmeat 
venison on his breath. His eyes fell shy at your look . 

You stretched, wary. You didn't know you'd been asleep. Music started, 
and the waiting squirrels and bunnies - fluffy, heads and eyes 
overlarge, infantile - rose in joy at your eyelids' flicker. But they 
relaxed as drama died, as you climbed stiff off the platform, grabbed 
your knee and cursed a Germanic 'auch'. It died when all saw your 
unwashed hair, ugly-flat from a season pressed to the pillowboard. So 
it was you who moved romance to the real, you who cut the studio's 
gossamer strings which held the butterflies there, and the row of fat 
bluebirds fast to their branch. 

A prince, he was nonetheless young and untold that no woman is 
perfect awake. Both of you were bred in clans that never bathed , and 
your smells did not match. Once, a month on, waking up further, you 
heard him say 'Ah, the taint of her!' to his groom. And he took to 

using you quickly, head turned to the side, then driving hard and long, 
like his father before him. How could he have known ? At the wedding 
he'd complained of the cost of your clothes, and you r insistence on 
having Bambi and a few bunnies brought back. 

You are gladdest when he is gone. How could you have known ? You 
had no say in any case and wonder at this often, embroidering by 
the winter fire, fumbling over waking woman-skills, he out hunting 
deer and rabbit. Your bunnies have long since hopped off to gather 
for other beginnings. 

The bedclothes lay scattered from the morning. Another maid has 
fled your temper. You hate the furniture his cousin carved rough. You 
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don't like his friends or the beer left crusting on the pewter. You 
are bloody bored, but not eager to see his face, or the taint of his 
ways, or the beard he has let grow to attest to a damned comfortable 
manhood . Other faces draw your dreams these days. While your face 
is sagging. While you might be pregnant. You sneer at this thought: 
a baby you will kiss awake into life, watch its infant eyes open. 

Now a surprise to you, dreams. Strange, you dream of sleep. You 
dream of bunnies, of butterflies untethered and tickling up into the 
sky. And you dream of other girls out there, young, unaware, royalty 
till they wake. As you did, and as you always will, to find yourself 
gutting your prince's shot hare. 
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WHY I HATE SURREALISM 

I hate surrealism because, leaving the dentist, I look into a shop 
window and the young man dressing a mannequin sees me and faints. 
I look closer, at my reflection that is, and see the reason: sewn 
permanently to my lower jaw is half a goose's bill. It is black, though 
pink and tender inside, and, again, it is only half a bill, for it is split 
end to end. I find a washroom. God I hate surrealism. Do you know 
that geese, and now I, have a row of tiny tiny teeth? The injury to 

my bill is apparently new. The blood is crusted but breaks and beads 
up when I touch it, and it hurts. I clean the bits of sea-weed caught 
in fissures and teeth; I find a tick; I clean the wound as best I can. 
Doing so, I catch the odor of rotting flesh. When I was a boy I kept 
a frog sealed in a jar. When I found the jar a month later and opened 
it, the frog smelled much like my bill does now. l do hate surrealism, 
and distrust it so much I quickly kick off a shoe, but my toes are 
not, to my relief, webbed . But once outs ide, my brief respite from 
surrealism is over. The sky has just now opened in an ostentatiously 
sexual way and is dangling all manner of primal icons. There, a huge 
crimson horn; there a peach. A glass cauldron full of raw egg white 
has center stage, to the left of which, near some real clouds, a pleading 
eggshell is trying to have some of it back. It cracks from within and 
a wet, swollen tongue stretches out, straining at the cauldron. The 
egg-white inside churns like viscera, unsure of what to do. The eggshell 
and its tongue moans, then weeps, and at last whimpers as it shrinks 
and, cracking feebly, dies. I hate surrealism for making me feel guilty. 
And I hate surrealism for the connections it makes and for what it's 
doing now, which is to put my mother, my real mother, in black wispy 
lingerie and have her fly at me, naked underneath ; I can see the 
nipples riding gently under the fabric, she a foot off the ground and 
gliding, gliding right past me - even when I call out, her pace doesn't 
slow. I call, It's me! Some of the black wispy trailings of cloth brush 
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my face as she passes and begins to gain speed and altitude, and the 
smell coming off it is my mother's smell when I was three. I hate 
surrealism for these reasons and fear it. [ hate poetry too, any poetry 
that has imagination in it or images that come from places we have 
no business being. For that reason I hate the neurotic and very 
surrealistic image the sky has now become: it is solid dirt, the earth 
having flipped to hang upside down , black and foul dirt from which 
protrude bones, some with shreds of human meat still adhering. The 
whole sky stinks, my mother has gone there, and the smell of my bill 
suggests my place will soon be there too. Since the sky and earth has 
reversed, the ground is transparent, and I fear falling into it. Luckily 
I am approaching my favorite pub. I walk up, grateful for its floor, 
one I know is very solid for the many times I've lain on it during 
previous bouts with surrealism. Once in I order a beer. The money 
I hand Ed, who thinks my beak disgusting, turns to butter and runs 
through my fingers. But Ed pours me a beer regardless. Some things, 
unlike surrealism, you can count on. I drink the beer, or try to -
God I hate surrealism - for half of it falls out of my damaged 
beak onto my shirt. Still, what I get down steadies me. I believe I've 
now cottoned onto the trick of surrealism. I must adjust to the 
outrageous, the startling, the simply crude. If surrealism is going to 
carry on this way, I will be ready. But, of course, as soon as I rise in 
this strength, surrealism fools me and becomes subtle. My goose beak, 
I feel with my hands, has at last fallen off, but I have been left with 
the lips of a woman, full, lip-sticked, old fashioned. Men begin their 
approach. I see their hunger. Should I kiss them? I have, after all, a 
woman's lips. My lips themselves remember the rasp of whiskers. So 
should I kiss them? With the kissing would come false hopes, for I 
still have a man 's genitalia. Or do I? I check, really hating surrealism 
now. Discreetly bending away I feel with my hand a mound, a smooth 
bulge that tells me it could go either way. Jesus. I know it's up to 
me, like all surrealism. In surrealism, one is supposed to explore. But 
I'm too cowardly for surrealism, always have been. I decide to be a 
man again. With a quick tilt of thought, visualising rodeos, an oil can, 
a dusty leather chair, I recreate my penis. I check. It's very small. 
Oh I hate surrealism. I dream harder this time at an oak tree, and 
feel again. There, that's fine. I consider dreaming a mountain, a tidal 
wave, a leaping Orea, but am wary of what protruberance I might be 
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delivered with. Surrealism is so damned creative, and greed will lead 
to an instant justice: neurosis to a hellish vision, self-absorption to a 
room of mirrors , and gibberish. So. Steadiness. Here al the bar, I lift 
my beer tematively. Bolder, I lift it head high. I plant my foot squarely 
on the brass rail, striking the straight-ahead pose of a man incapable 
of imagination. I dedicate my life and vision to the actual. Beer raised 
up, I stand shaking with the effort of seeing this way. When at last -
for a fleeting second, but that's enough - I manage to look myself 
right in the eye, surrealism disappears. 
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Vicki Walker / THREE POEMS 

THE LONG BLUE COAT 

muffled sounds of men talking below in the kitchen 
33 years! one voice said with excitement 
a radio played Shostakovich or Prokofiev beside the bed 
a long flight of wooden steps in her red Chanel suit 
she descended slowly the steps of the house 
dim hallway with no carpet click click of her black Capezios 
behind her him in leather boots and gloves 
his long blue coat brushing the walls of the hallway 
first nite of sex 
and the taxi and 
Jack's cello all night playing Dvorak 
let's go to Detroit to see Rivera's mural 
radiant she face casting a golden light on her complete lover 
a simple animal with no roses 
darkness 
and the desire for splendor 

(fo1- J.) 
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THAT BLUE 

it was that blue 
the iridescence of that colour 
blue across your breast 
the way the light fell 
the softness of your blouse 
the song i heard then 
the song from long ago 
long before you were born 
long before i was born 

and 

the light on the porch 
in the heat of July 
you were humming a tune 
your arm on some red wood 
your hand with its carved silver ring 
your arm with a few freckles 
your white skin 
in that blue blouse the song 

(for Camille) 
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WITH RED 

you were sitting on the bed 
in my grandparent's bedroom 
in the old house in Wisconsin 
in the lakeside house 
with red-winged blackbirds 
with irises wild in the lake 
in Little Doctor's Lake 
with loons with clear & i 
was sitting on the bed, there 
beside you, there 
were poppy leaves covering the windows 
the east window, the south, 
green lacey poppy leaves 
but no red poppies, & 
you had on a green shirt 
on the end of the bed & 
i kissed you 
i kissed you & 
kissed you & 
kissed 
you on the end of the bed & 
my mouth was a lake 
a lake & the sky & 
in it with you, me moving 
through time with wings 
with black wings, with red 
with red 
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Toni Sammons / SEVEN POEMS 

NAGAME 

Gravel puddles 
on the way to kindergarten 
water and early consciousness 

Yellow leaves under cold water 
more beautiful than on the sidewalk 
than even in the trees 

to contemplate means 
long rain 
this you always knew 
but not 
that it won't always be this way: 

the smell of gravel 
rainwater running through the leaves 
the piercing yellow, clear water 

- the moment already gliding from you 
like a sketch 
on ice or twilight 
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CAKILE 

So much seems reasonable: 
those things connected 
by consequence or choice 

a pink star moth 
alight on a pink flower 
an echo blue 
on powdery ceanothus 

when chickens make meals 
out of cheeseweed 
you can whip their eggs 
into a pink meringue 

the stamen hairs of spiderwort 
exposed to radiation change 
from blue to pin k 

and the refined face of a falcon 
in pink granite 
and handmade jars 
from the blue clay of Nara 
left for ceremony on the mountain 
rescue us from trivia 
if not disaster 

But love isn't intention, no matter what you thought 

the only thing you might choose 
is a bird, a name, a gesture 
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or a flower : hardy sea-rocket, 
sand abrading all its roots 
and fleeing lavender fingers 
crossed against the wind 
a flower spitting back 
at the wild salt, 
the spinning waves 
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ALMOST HOME 

unidentified birds on Bolinas ridge 
hidden in the wild arms of the oaks 
the oak wood wrestling with the light 
turning bronze, turning green again 

drinking a Tsing-tao beer, emerald neck 
sharpened by light already sunk 
the sky a pale melon suffused 
with lilac, with luminous smoke 

your child and loss an ache 
to the point of insanity 
unlocatable crickets skipping notes 
penny-colored leaves twisting 
from the ancient trees 
light gone, thinking 
of whom to kill 

months later you smell the sea 
before you see it, and feel it 
before you smell it 
as though the door of the world 
had opened right next to you again 
snapping heartstrings 
in the old way 

and although every empty trail 
is stepping off possibly toward nothing 
toward no place toward strangers 
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you can't sustain unhappiness - it's lighter 
than the wind that blows 
the violet lupine into shakey fits 
against chalk-green serpentine 

paths break on the smooth, dangerous beach 
the prussian of open sea, cerulean close-in 
and startling, like glass breaking 
long line of turquoise where the waves are bending 

the shock of memory 
intensifies love, though memories 
by their nature frame a loss: bright flowers 
stumbling down yellow cliffs , the scent 
of iceplant warming in the sun 
the other-world colors of the water 
you can't be unhappy, 
or content 
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SCARCE VAPOURER 

Although Schroedinger was sure that electrons were 
standing waves, he was not sure what was waving. 
Zukav 

We are a dispersed people whose history 
is a sensation of opaque fidelity. 
Seamus Heaney 
"The Land of the Unspoken" 

Within this twisting time earth still contains 
a language of mimics and metalmarks 
white turtleheads tapping at the gate, and Aowers 
with red dragon-faces signaling the birds 

glass-wings in the cloud forest, and glass frogs 
in the threading, tinted rain 
leaping through complex transparencies 

and ghost rains in the desert, live nets beneath 
this trained to grasp 
existence from a shimmer 

and our ghost voices hitting 
the luminary limit, slow echoes silenced 
just before collision 

though possibly this is not final 
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perhaps some Celts sense being, loosely speaking, 
reassembled stars, and reach 
across a teapot toward the universe 
of right and left-handed molecules 
trying to be part 
of an infinite handshake 

movement is what matters 
without impulse, nothing 

and language why 
should it not be 
also inherently 
uncertain 

even on our burdened paths 
we may be able to exhale 
a short-lived 
radiance 
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LAUREL 

Neither witch nor devil, thunder nor lightning, 
will hurt a rnan in the place where a Bay tree is. 

A dark amber honey for the brood 

No more. if only this 

Surfeits are from something else, 
another time 

I wouldn't be strong 
or good: I'd wear bereavement 
like a caul 

cursing the sanctimonious 
and acquisitive 

but the land has patience 
and if you can find a house 
will give some to you, too 

There is a lightness 
and heaviness waiting in each thing 

you could bring into your kitchen 
branches of sassafras to dry, 
sweet strength of sassafras: 
like orange blossoms, 
and vanilla orchid 
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or roast peppernuts in ashes 
and learn that 
or rinse your hair with bruised 
cinnamon leaves, and find clarity 
in the hour 

or steep yourself in hot water 
and narrow bay leaves, to cure 
an ailment of the heart 

all the sounds of the tree 
. . 

nse up m you 
the strong scents of the 
dark earth may save you 
may do something 

for you, green heart, 
greenheart 
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THURSDAY WAS A DAY OF WOOD 

Thursday was a day of wood 
manzanita in sealed bloom 
douglas-fir branches lying about 
needles going every which way 

pushing aside wet leaf litter 
in the trunk of an old bay 
I disturb a little spider 
nearly invisible 
but dry li ke velvet 

a glaucous glaze 
stiffens down the side 
on an injured pine 

and at home my hand 
raises a scent 
of broken bay leaves 
leaky resin, earth-colored spider 

Friday metallic light 
separates the clouds 
strikes the city like a bell 
makes narrow side streets glint 
like ice wedges in the tundra 

we hum through the nectaries 
of Chinatown and bookstores 
like bees looking for the other side of blue 
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and at night silver and gold fly everywhere 
flatten against windows, dive ten stories 
the city is a collapsing kaleidoscope 
in conversation I am like someone 
waiting for sleep, only watching 
you and thinking: this is like 
reading hieroglyphics: 
you have to remember 
to read into 

the faces of the animals 

because 
Saturday there's time enough for waking 
into the old rumpled feeling 
that will turn things up for 
twenty days or so 
like a flush of chanterelles 
smelling like apricots 
breaking through leaf mould 
and the sweet, black earth 
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MIRROR FOR TIME 

many of the things the words were about 
no longer exist 
W.S. Merwin 
"Losing a Language" 

Now that we no longer have the river 
or the security of the simultaneous 

only the slender strands of sequence 
and our ambiguous experience 

in a conditional existence 
we choose our way with time 
and our ceremonies 

a salted salmon for the new year 
guests and silver rice 

taking a measure 
from the beginnings of intent 
the rich ochre 
and manganese on clay 
or the first cared-for oil plant 
four thousand years ago 
blooming in the Kurdish mountains 
fields of blue flowers 
bright as dragonflies 
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and prehistoric Anatolians 
scribbling in the highlands 
perhaps not images 
but sounds, first 

touchstones rise like ash or pigeons 
toward the grey ceiling of the city 
carts sink against curbs, weighed down 
with branches of budding quince 
flowering on cold Northern time 
and yellow pumelos stacked up 
like leftover suns from the time of Yi 

and dense layers of mandarins 
burn toward you 
through the rainy air 

Marvin asks, Did you ever feel 

you were from another planet 

- I mean literally 

and you look around you, thinking 
this is really a nice planet 

but you're not from it 

where you really are is walking 
down a San Francisco street 
on a Sumerian seventh day of rest 
making a seam in space, disturbing time 
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breathing an openwork of fog 
the only vaporous drifts that you can stand 
smelling like lichen though no lichen can survive 
your skin remembering unremembered rivers 

when you follow the lines in your palms 
all you can see are the disappearances : 
birch, salmon, bees 
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GEORGE STANLEY 
SAN FRANCISCO'S GONE 

& OTHER POEMS 

for Gerald, much love 

& 

in memory of Edward Dermott 'Ned' Doyle 
who taught me poetry 

and gave me reasons to travel 
north of California St. 



SAN FRANCISCO'S GONE 

The story recognizes the village only as a momentary 
scene, not as a place to be visited at length. 
Adorno 

1 

For a fraction of a second behind tired eyes 
image of SF waterfront circa 1950 
from deck of SP ferry 

emerging from beneath 
double-deck Bay Bridge; splayed piers flank 
Arthur Paige Brown's Ferry Building, 
'20s skyscrapers, Russ & the phone company, 
& the nozzle atop Telegraph Hill, in scale 
withe human houses, high-ceilinged neighborhoods, 
ascending steep slopes of bluebrown Twin Peaks. 

All night drinking on the train 
from Stockton: USF football game, 
Dons beat COP 56-7 (?) 

- the train must have been shunted over Western 
Pacific tracks - I think we passed through Tracy -
or held on sidings, to take all night to get 
from Stockton to Oakland (80 miles?) 

I started drinking beer that summer, with Tom 
Gallagher, Bert Schaefer, and Neil Battaglia, 
in Tom's car, parked somewhere out in the 
Sunset with the lights out, a weekday night, 
cold quarts of Burgie or Regal Pale in paper bags 
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In June I'd graduated from SI, walked up the center 
aisle of St. Ignatius twice - once for the Martin 
Latin medal and once for the scholarship to USF -
then last, in alphabetical order, to accept 
the ribbon-tied scroll from the priest sitting 
in a carved armchair below the altar (my rival, 
Laforest 'Frosty' Phillips, beat me though; 
he went up for three prizes) 

I was a sissy in high school, & got picked on a 
lot, & so, started hanging out with these older 
guys, Tom, Bert, and Neil (whom I'd impressed 
w/my wits , I could make them laugh), I'd met 
working as a page after school at the Main 
Library (McAllister & Larkin, architect George 
Kelham, 1917 (?)), & drinking beer (so maybe 
it was earlier than that summer) 

Drank vodka (in a bag) for the first time at a 
college 'smoker' & woke up the next morning 
in the back seat of somebody's convertible, 
splattered withe necessary dried vomit, 
said car being parked not on any street 
but askew in the parking lot at the center of 
campus, many students at 10 o'clock class break 
peeking in the window 

& became a football fan. That year the Dons went 
undefeated, so, traveled on the chartered fans' 
train to Stockton to see them whomp COP. Next 
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Monday USF was ranked 10th in the UPI coaches' 
poll. 1951, Ollie Matson 's year. 

San Francisco, as it looked then. 

2 

Her first day at the office 
all lunch hour she walked round the block 
too shy to go in a restaurant 

One of several times I visited my Aunt Catherine, 
my mother's younger sister, a nun in her 
seventies, at the convent in San Jose, she told 
this story. We were sitting in the sunny 
visitors' parlor, on spotless upholstered 
furniture, that had been my mother's. 

If she went to work at 17, that would have been 
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1921 or 2. I imagine the building as Kelham's 
Standard Oil of California headquarters at 
Bush & Sansome (that went up in '21). After 
her dad lost his coal & wood yard in Daly City 
(gas now cheap enough for cooking), she had 
to go to work. Big corporations were hiring 
women for office work - SP, Standard Oil, PG&E 
(that sold the gas). Catherine would have been 13. 



California corporations put up neo-Gothic skyscrapers 
(25 stories, tops) on landfill placed in the '70s 
over the wrecks of sailing ships (the original 
waterfront was just east of Montgomery) 

I imagine the block she walked around as Bush 
Montgomery Pine Sansome, every building new 
or under construction, bare steel & the flash 
& sputter of oxy-welding, excavations, wagons, 
horses, men: a boom built on fire insurance 
proceeds (five Eastern companies bankrupted) 
& loans from the new Bank of America (backed 
by grain & fruit receipts) 

Jack had come out from Cork in the '90s. (His 
cousins in Menlo Park who had emigrated earlier 
thought of Jack (and Mamie, whose father Michael 
was a day laborer) as 'Irish,' but considered 
themselves 'Californians' (this is also Catherine's 
memory).) When he lost his business he went to 
work for C&H Sugar, the Hawaiian growers' refinery 
in Crockett. Boarded, came home weekends & Christmas. 
The gold 25-year pin w/diamond chip, which he 
received on retirement (and which was sent to me 
after Catherine's death, in 1985, by the Sisters) 
reads: J. Hennessy 4-16-41. 

25 years a farm boy in Cork, 25 or so an Irish
Californian worker, then merchant, then at 50 
a sugar worker. Mamie and the four children moved 
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back downtown, to a flat in an alley off 15th & 
Church. Marie would have taken the 'J', or one 
of the Market cars, to work. Mamie (or Mary, as 
she wrote on job applications) went to work for the 
SP, when Catherine and Francis were older. 

For it was Mary, Mary 
long before the fashion carne 

Marie, a French name, why? A cachet 
of elegance, before the Fire? 

Though with propriety, society 
would say Ma-rie 

And the shyness, of the Catholic girl, 
near country girl, grew up on a kind of farm 
next to a coal & wood yard 

Brown hair, fair skin, freckled. 
Hazel eyes. Petite, five-one. 

Learned her Palmer hand 
at Mission Dolores, typing 
at the office. Early as I can remember, 

the grocery list with one or two items 
neatly crossed out. She cd balance her checkbook. 
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3 

The first-born, her brother Emmett, 
graduate of Sacred Heart, attending 
night law school at St. Ignatius, working days 
on the front desk at the St. Francis: their hope. 

Imagine a weekend excursion to Santa Cruz. 
The SP train leaves from 3rd & Townsend. 
Emmett, his sister Marie, his girl friend Regina, 
his friend George Stanley from the hotel. 
Cousin Mary gets on at Menlo. They take 

a couple of cabins in a tourist court 
near the beach. Do they bring 
blankets from the City or borrow the ones in the cabin 
to spread on the sand ? The striped 
beach umbrella goes up, the girls in one-piece 
suits (& caps if they go in) , the men 
in baggy trunks run in the surf, their feet 
slap the wet sand, they bat 
the beach ball. Big green waves 
off Monterey Bay break. 

In the evening 
they walk the boardwalk, or 'invest' 
a dime in the player piano w/seven 
percussion instruments banging in the Casino. 
Throw the baseball , knock over the milk bottles . 
The booth lights glance in the soft waves 
of the girls' hair. 
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& back at the cabin play swing records 
on the wind-up Victrola (I guess), 
& later in the decade 
mix orange blossoms: canned juice 
& bathtub gin. Young, happy 
white collar workers 

Happy to return to the City 

4 

George (there was a photograph, part of his face 
in slanting shadow, the mouth obscure) 

was in the Navy, 

was out in the Atlantic once, on a destroyer but 
not far, nowhere near the U-boats 

(the war - for improvement - like the Panama Canal) 

At Pelham Bay Naval Station, New York, he had 'flu. 
Discharged in '19, sailed for home, & to return 
to his widowed father, George Albert Stanley, civil 

engineer 
and Grand Secretary of the Young Men's Institute (the 

Catholic 'Y'), club & baths at 50 Oak St., 
living in an apartment on Turk, or Octavia .. . check 

the city directory. 
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The ex-sailor was George Anthony Stanley, 
the friar patron of lost belongings exchanged 
for the Prince Consort. And that was his mother, 
Molly McCormick's, gift. 

Did Marie tell me he wrote poetry? Or that, enroute, 
he stayed, several days, a sojourn 

(or was it just a shore visit, a few hours?) 
in Havana, Cuba, & thought of not 
coming back, but going on to Brazil? 

because that's where I imagine him, a serious 
a dreamy, dark, narrow-headed boy, 
w/stiff black hair. I see him at a table (marble top) 
in a sidewalk cafe, or walking the Malecon 
into a summer wind, but can't imagine how he imagined 

that break, what image, song, or deeper will 
called him -

but instead returned 

to the Grand Secretary, who lives at the William Taylor 
Hotel on McAllister, & takes all his meals out now, 
accompanied by his boy, 

and a job on the front desk at the St. Francis. 

Emmett invites him up to his mother's place, at 11 Carl. 
In the front room Ma plays the upright, a 
vigorous base, bright treble, plinking 
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above high C, rippling streams. 
Then the girls gather round chorusing, 
'Come, Josephine, in My Flying Machine' 

& the men, in good clothes, seated 
on Mamie's mahogany furniture, served 
cake & claret. 

5 

They were good houses, built by small contractors 
working out of sheds in alleys, mixing concrete & 
pouring foundations, blueprints on site. On the 
side streets -

Clayton, Shrader - wider types of Queen Anne Victorian 
big, gabled attics, broad sidewalks for play. On 
Carl 

(the arterial, later the car-line) older, narrower styles, 
fl.at roofs. The Haight 

is forty years or so old, in '33. Sunny Jim had been Mayor, 
now Governor. You repainted your house every five years, 

you & your brother-in-law. Borrow the ladder. With 
a hoist you cd tar yr own roof. 

Now down the north side of Haight of a Spring morning 
comes Mrs. Murphy, a fat (not stout) French (Franco
American?) lady, in black (like the other morning 
shoppers) - black straw hat, black purse, & in the 
purse the worn leather change purse; from the 
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Superba, crossing at Cole, in front of the stopped 
Haight cars, wagons & trucks, to Romey's, to get 
canteloupe or celery 3¢ cheaper. Her new downstairs 
tenant, Marie Stanley, often accompanies her, but not 
today, she ran up Carl to her mother's place, number 
11. 

The front parlor of Ma's upstairs flat (Marie walks 
down the hall) is silent, as is the back dining 
room. Jack is in Crockett. Marie sits at the kitchen 
table. Ma comes up the back stairs with marigolds, 
picked from slat-bordered beds in the backyard. Pokes 
the fire in the grate, moves some stewing apples away 
from the heat, pours coffee. She sits down across 
from Marie, who tells her hesitant secrets. 

Sunlight sparkles in the high windows; outside, clothes 
on the line wave, trees in other yards. The bride 
& the bride's mother talk, of the new husband and 
the old one, the one away, the father. The things 
to be done for the men who come home. 

(When I saw the bride's face at Carew & English 
not looking upward from the satin, 
I saw by the line of her jaw it was my grandmother's, 
previously concealed by amiable laughter) 
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& George went to the PG&E for a year -
on the iron monster, through the new Sunset Tunnel -

then the Hall, with its green-patina'd dome 
(was it gilt in ' 15 ?), Arthur Brown, Jr.'s 

couchant sphinx-headquarters, w/wings for legs 
(when whizbangs flew & mustard gas crept 

at Ypres), colonnaded tribute to Sunny Jim Rolph's 
honest administration, and symbol 

of the new City risen from the ashes, after 

years of graft, trials of the Board of Supervisors , 
Boss Ruefs creatures, interrupted by the Fire, 

was to be 

the major effect in Daniel Burnham's 'City Beautiful' 
plan, if hungry businessmen had not 

sunk that dream (hardly vision), gone back to 
making money on the 

old plat, stacking the bricks the morning after 
the Fire 

(and well they did, can you imagine the City's hills 
draped in landscaped avenues, like ramps on the contours?) 

The Fire that George remembers (he was eight, 
walked with his father to the north/south ridge of the City, 

Laurel Hill cemetery (they were living somewhere out 
on Turk), walked with thousands up to the Park, there 

they turned around, looked east. 
On that April day, winds blew. Sky was red. 50,000 people 
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stood & watched 
the red sky, & then the red & black sky, & heard 

all day & all night, the roar 
of the flames, & the falling of buildings. 

& on the weekend, smart guys neatly stacked the bricks 
(but who could, Bean says somewhere, tell the lessees 

from the looters?) 

7 

Late afternoon. Fog comes, in gusts, streamers, 
then a damp wall over the Park. The custard-white 
spires of St. Ignatius shine bright above. Like bishops. 

Sand is still blowing in the Sunset, houses 
hammered in the sand dunes, boys climbing in the unbuilt. 

8 Under the Dome 

A 12' oak-paneled office, upper walls off-white. 
Black tabulating & card-sorting machines. The boy sits 
at an unused desk, randomly fingering the keys 
of a comptorneter. The man turns 

from the women in black smocks w/white 
lace collars (who turn too), a white card 
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in a black wood frame, held out, 
a word in black caps, glassed: 

T H I N K 

IBM 

Then down the marble corridor 
of the north wing to a second office. 
Women looked up from their typing, 
they worked for him, as he worked 
for Mr. Brooks, & Tom Brooks worked for Mayor Rossi. 

Part of the dome is seen, 
chalk-green, in a window above him. 

FDR was President, Pius XI I Pope, Joe Louis 
heavyweight champion. We were winning the war, 
a sure thing, but he, though complacent 
as any Democrat, disliked the routine. 
He knew the City was built on sand and an 
underground river, that they pumped 
water out of the Opera House basement 

24 hrs. a day. 

What was in front of 
my face when he held out 
that card in its black frame 
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but his body, white shirt, Paisley tie 
hanging, belt & buckle. (The card lay 
in the top drawer of the highboy years, 

under socks.) 

When he threw me in the ocean 
I can't even remember yelling, 
only running back up the sand 
to the umbrella , remains of picnic lunch. 
Ocean Beach. (The sand was dirtier now, 
there were things in it. Boule caps.) 

In his office he tried to show the boy 
the trustworthiness of the City, souls 
shaped by official duties . 
He couldn't believe it. 
So we went back to water. 

In the clammy indoor pool 
of the YMI, the boy 
willed his body to sink, would not 
be buoyant. 

Of what 
importance is it except to do 
justice lo the pain of his want, 
his lack, holding out a gift that was not 
his to give, his version of manhood, boyhood. 
He was not a giver. He was a poet, 

a sailor, 
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manque. The boy rejected 
the mirage projected 
from some beyond 
& bounced off Ireland . 

We stood naked in the shower room 
& his will backfired on his eye, 
his secret passion stole the boy away 
on waves of adventure, & in that moment, 

his lostness 
was the true gift. 

9 

Once, on the streetcar, the 'L', going downtown, 
a sunny Saturday, maybe the fall of '47, 
him 48, me 13, heads bent, an intense 
conversation , in the dark, varnished seats 

at the back of the car. It had begun 

even before we sat down, taking transfers 
from the conductor (were we going 
to the ball game?) I could tell 
he wanted out, that he looked towards San Diego 
(we had spent a couple of weeks there, that summer) 

as he had to Brazil. There were breezes & shadows, 
the iron monster rolled smoothly along Market 
from Castro to Sanchez. He bad a grey hat on 
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with the snap brim turned up 
all around. We wore thin McGregor jackets, 
grey or beige. We were almost friends . 

He told me what it meant to be 
George Stanley, with only wit as a plea. 
He tried to pass on to me 
the name, Anthony, his mother had found 
to replace the alien Albert. He wanted me 

to be Tony, it fit the land, he sd, like Mission 
architecture, women liked it. I cd not 
take that talisman, happiness, from him. 
Loyally I chose to continue his fuckup. 

10 

Ten years later he comes home on the 'L', 
the pink Call-Bulletin folded under his arm, 
takes off his hat, in the kitchen 
lifts his glass of Roma port to her, tells her 
(again) how he hates the place, 
the Hall. The leisurely civil service manner 
adopted by Blacks or Samoans seems to him 
misconduct. 
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11 Islands 

All the islands swam across the Atlantic 
and became parishes in New York. 

James Liddy 

But James, some of them must have swum 
further, by Panama portage come to a Golden Gate, 
a Catholic country whose cathedral debt was paid 
by transcontinental train time ('69). 

Shanty Irish 
south o' the slot, & lace curtain Irish 
sticking flowers in vases to place on tables 
even when there was nobody dead. 

Tobins 
of the Hibernia sucked deposits to the 
heights (like, Ashbury?), & lent them out 
past the panic of '73 when even Ralston 
(of the Bank of California, he who had planted 
eucalyptus seeds in the Panhandle) jumped in the Bay; 

small factories, one or two story buildings, 
iron workers, brass founders, flour millers, 
stitching bags to fill, wagons to carry 

cross town, 
living in flats over stores, yet building, 
out Mission & Howard & Folsom (where Mission makes 
the big bend towards Spain), palaces ... 
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'copies of fragments of palaces ... thin, wooden, box-like 
structures with bay windows,' thus Arthur Paige 
Brown's scorn for the people's 

mansions, Victorians he saw first in the '80s, 
brown-wallpapered, tintype-laden, gas-lit, 
that packed the 11th ward, & pushed out 

towards Daly City, farms. 

Small families. Not because of safes 
but diphtheria. To their priceless 
children, nuns spoke 
blandly of Hell, at the bottom of space, 
with its tortures, 

& even in the public 
schools, teachers said, 'absolution,' 
faced down nativist rage. 

The islands: St. Joseph's, St. Rose's, St. Peter's . 
St. John the Baptist, on Eddy. St. Agnes 
(of the Haight). St. Anne of the Sunset. 

12 The White Cliffs of Doelger 

Henry J., developer, when land was free 
& work was cheap (& the 17 car 5 cents) 
financed and oversaw the building of 
good houses in long, north-south blocks 
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on the Parkside slope. Retained damp sand 
by concrete wall, water pipes 
the City put in , big creosoted redwood poles, 
crossarm'd, upheld the wires (as they still do). 

Each bungalow, stucco'd, painted white ( a few 
pink, yellow, green - the colors of frosted cakes) 
looked down blacktop streets w/white lines 

to the Pacific. And the ocean breathed its condensation back 
high as Twin Peaks over my head 
all spring & early summer, morning's womb. 

13 

From the earliest she dwelt in Heaven, its brown, 
sloping hills, 

that California bruited as an afterlife 
for suffering Ireland. Gossoons, 
unmarried at 40, made their way here, 
stepped stiffly from the train at Oakland Pier, 
bachelor uncles needing to be cooked for. 

These were the duties of the daughter, to turn 
the profusion of Paradise into family meals. 
The gas range saved her labor but demanded 
by its white enamel hauteur more devotion 
(& kneeling polishing Mondrian linoleum) 
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than her mother's wood floors & coal hod 
& lump coal in dusty bags leaning. 

Then needed a green car to drive her mother 
to doctors. The young men of the good time still wearing 
collar & tie toed it to the Park from the rest home run by 
'that woman' to whom she wrote checks. 

She was on some other work, her clothing, 
serviceable coats, hats w/perfunctory veil, 
showed it: determination & later hair color. 
She wore flowers like they were ornaments. 

In the bath she wd wash my hair, then rub it dry, 
brisk, detached. The phone wd ring during dinner. 

And kept all the accounts. Angel of mercy 
arriving on time, Hayward or Hayes St. 

Later schoolchildren 
knew her reliability, her love. 

In the hospital , on Darvon, she patted her thigh 
where the cancer grew & said, 'My friend .' 

14 

After her death, George & George & Gerald 
walking up Taraval from the Riviera Restaurant 
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(not North Beach of the '50s, but credible Italian food, 
water & a basket of bread on the table before ordering), 

Dad walked away into the shade of a building 
to pee. So there we were, like we didn't need 
facilities. No longer separate in time, but in fact 
friends, boys, three sons of a dead saint. 

15 Her Dream 

In the Sunset, in the '50s, her soul breathes easy. 
She walks to the retail , noting w/approval 
disappearance of vacant lots , sand & iceplant, 
houses & stores going up, even without lawns, 
flush withe sidewalk; & from her back window sees 
terraced houses , white blocks, 
covering up the dunes, leaving only 
a strip of beach: families moving 
in, taming finally this almost empty 
Spanish shore, home to seagulls, a sense 
of reward for rightness. 

Now there's happiness, 
a living room furnished from the Emporium, 
rose brocade drapes , gold sofa & chairs, 
tables, & friends make up a club, a parish 
salary-rich, a new church, bell 
tower & baldacchino (fixed canopy 

over the altar) 
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rises from the striped parking lot 
(Archbishop Mitty charged the going rate on the loan). 

The City is built now, it stays 
poised here for a moment, respectable, 
inviting speculation, till a generation 
dies or moves down the Peninsula. 

Marie has the club over 
after Christmas midnight mass. 

A police lieutenant, the vice-president 
of Cal-Pak, big men in blue suits, 
gripping highballs, stand in her living room 
(& George stands among them, in white shirt & tie, 

but not quite 
of them, something odd about him, McGinty, the VP, 

has said, 
not unkindly, mind somewhere else. 

Marie bustles 
among the men & their wives, with hors d'oeuvres. 
The blue & silver balls gleam on the artificial tree 
& Crosby sings on the hi-fi, 'Adeste .. .' 

After they leave something takes her back. 
A holy card in her missal. Her thoughts go back 
to the Mission, she sees again 
the crowded streets, where it all went on 
in flesh and blood. Streetcars clanged, 
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priests hurried past, to the sick, 
her aunts dressed in black for shopping, 
butcher on 16th St. with the sawdust 
& pink butcher paper - living world 
& all seemed to know it was one 
bread meat fur flowers -
moves her heart, not Paradise 
but plain reality lost. 

Illusion, I want to tell her. 

Like the Milky Way, the galaxy seen 
through its longest dimension, packed w/stars. 

I want to tell her the stars walk alone. 

Time packs truths closer, events flock on 
hills of knowledge 

(& she nods & smiles, dreaming alone) 

Her truth now wakes in my mind 
& where there was bleakness or a gash in meaning 

(George & George & Gerald sat in the coffee shop 
on Polk St., a block down from the hospital, 
commenting lamely on the service, the waitress, even 
half-heartedly joking, for each other, then in silence 
turned back to her again, her worn, sweet face - she 
loved - it doesn't matter who 
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We can part, Marie & I, 
if we can each remember 
a mother whose eyes showed care, 
the home look 

Sometimes, a heart waits 
unable to answer, or do more than 
look from the window, fondly, unseen 

Marie, who bore me . 

• 

Terrace 1989 
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'The world 1s the case' 

This point in putting together 
a picture puzzle, 
when you've almost got the border 
complete, & pieces of faces 
& roads are becoming recognizable, 
masses of foliage, lanterns, 

that your heart begins to sicken 
of it Uust the point when 
each gap closed 
yields maximum information) 
is what it's like, here 
or elsewhere. 
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POEM 

I'll listen to the news the day I die , 
to hear who was elected, & if 
the New Jersey Devils won the sixth game 
of the Stanley Cup -
not because I care about these things 
(truly I care less & less), 
but the game is worth the candle, 
lit by the candle. 

At Christmas, when lovers' eyes meet over the candles, 
their thought is not 'you,' it's pure meaning, 
infinite horizon. I 'd rather be a spectator. 
I'd rather be a spectator, than play games. 
I'd like my mind to be dumb as a lover's. 

Late at night the middle-aged play Monopol y. 
One spills a drink. Slurred voices, 
a peal of laughter. Like the old 
balls & wreaths on the tree, that dully gleam 
from the darkened living room , their thoughts 
come out again, sure of welcome. 
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MOZART & COLD CUTS 
(Flight 513, Vancouver-San Francisco, 1 June 1990) 

Do you think 
each day 
is one less? 

Does the sunlight 
include a ray 
of its absence? 

Flying 
to once 'home' 
(Mozart & cold cuts) 

Curved cabin, 
blue ocean, 
surf spatter, 
brown hills -
reality 
never answers. 

San Francisco's 
there -
cool, timeless, 
like it was 
before nostalgia. 
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Faint memory 
of flushed boy-face 
in 1950. 
Running for judge. 

Mary, born 
1906, says, 
'When I die'. 
Bowl of pink pansies. 

Orators: 
on streetcorner, 'George 
Herbert Bush .. .'; 
on traffic island, 
'Homosexuals .. .'; 
on steps of Sproul Hall. 
'If I had 
30,000 .. .' 

Hard, the men 
with blankets 
& shopping carts. 

In Jess's painting, 
Time Becomes Part of the Picture 
in the form of a fly. 

Blake's fly 
1s a man 
believing. 
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Here, in this blue 
air, do you fear? 

Here, 
in this blue air, 
do you fear? 

Under the bay, 
the train 
speeding in the tube 
rests on mud. 

Would you· give 
the black man 
(& the woman following 
pushing the cart) 
3 dollars & 20 cents 
for bacon & eggs? 

Why cry 
for Matthew Broderick 
in Glory 
and not for them? 
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RAFT 

On the raft, floating down 
whatever flows, Huck & Jim 
close at the center, one facing 
upstream, trying not to remember, 
feels the pressure 
of the other's shoulders, facing down 

remembering 
boardinghouses, communes, bars, 
working in offices & mills , 
wedding & funerals & wakes 

sitting smoking behind barn 
(or was that a story?) 
sitting in the bleachers at ball games, 
riding in cars, once over a bumpy field 
in Gordon's Buick 

sex ... 
a lobster dinner ... 

I think I knew those places. 
They were the world, each one, 
mountains beyond moumains, kingdoms, 
wisdom & shining gold, territory, 
& there was a mother, a lover, a future. 

Now this raft goes faster & faster 
& I hold in my mind a map 
that is the map of the world 
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& at my back my other 
watches the islands come swooping 
past, & feels my back 
warm against his, his precious one. 
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bpNICHOL 
44 CONCRETE POEMS 
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LAST WILL & TESTAMENT OF 
BILLY THE KID 
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LETTER TO DOM SYLVESTER HOUEDARD 
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TRACKING SOME ADMITTEDLY SLIGHT SHIFTS 
December 171980 
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REAR-VIEW OF COMIC BOOK FRAME 
Dec 20/82 



SPEECH 1 
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PROBLEMS OF THE SELF 
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EIGHT LINES 
Feb 18/87 - 1 :30 a.m. 



bpNichol IN VISUAL RANGE 

bpNichol (1944-1988) is probably best known to poetry readers for 
his epic transmutational poem The Martyrology. Yet however diverse and 
engaging is The Martyrology, no less so is the large body of visual 
language work that Nichol pioneered throughout his career. 

Perhaps more than any other Canadian writer (or American writer, 
for that matter), Nichol explored a range of expression and creativity 
in the visual language media that was unsurpassed. This range included 
concrete poetry, visual word puns, semiotic and semaphoric puzzles, 
visual alphabet systems, panelogic narratives, watercolour wordscapes, 
abstract letter drawings, alphabet studies, and more. 

As evidenced in his notebooks, Nichol spent as much time exploring 
the visual nature of the alphabet and language as he did in writing 
works like The Martyrology, Still or journal. Each creative work informed 
the other, and were often in progress at the same time. In his 
notebook The House of the Alphabet, for instance, Nichol pursues 
his visual H Studies 1- 16, while at the same time writing a narrative 
entitled The Realism Publishing Co. Inc. , making notes for a segment 
of T.R.G. (Toronto Research Group) theory, and writing a lengthy 
footnote to Book V of The Martyrology. 

The poems in this issue of The Capilano Review should give the 
reader a broad spectrum of Nichol's visual work spanning nearly a 
30-year period, from the mid-l960s to the late 1980s. Although most 
of the work here is previously unpublished, we've included a few works 
not readily available to a reader due to their having been published 
in obscure, hard-to-find periodicals or chapbooks . 

I want to thank jwcurry who was invaluable in the selection of the 
works presented here, and wish to thank Ellie Nichol for allowing both 
of us the opportunity to discover works we had not encountered before. 

Richard Truhlar 
November 1990 
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